
Wine tasting with dinner in Elegant 
 

Meeting Point: The venue for Dinner and Wine Tasting is the Restaurant La Caravella, Via Calle Larga XXII 

Marzo - 2399 Venice - Italy. (Just steps away from Saint Mark’s square.)     

Arriving by boat (Vaporetto): Arriving close to the Saint Marks area get off the boat No:1 or No:2 at the 

Valleresso boat stop and walk directly down the street “Calle Valleresso” passing Harrys bar on your right and 

the Hotel Monaco and Grand canal on your left. When you arrive at the end of the street turn left and continue 

along the street called “Calle 22 Marzo” pass the church on your left and then cross the bridge near the 

gondolier park and the Hotel Bauer, continue walking along Calle Larga  XX11 Marzo and approximately 200 

yards on your right you will arrive at the restaurant “La Caravella” which is next to the hotel Saturnia. In the 

summer months dinner is served in the outside courtyard area and in the winter in the elegant galleon restaurant 

indoors. 

Arriving by Foot: From Saint Marks square go under the arches make your way to the Correre Museum and 

take the last arch on the left hand side of the square making your way onto the street “Calle Larga XX11 

Marzo”. continue along the street called “Calle Larga XX11 Marzo” pass the church on your left and then cross 

the bridge near the gondolier park in front of the Hotel Buaer, continue walking along Calle Larga XX11 Marzo 

and approximately 200 yards on your right you will arrive at the restaurant “La Caravella”, next to the Hotel 

Saturnia. In the summer months dinner is served in the romantic courtyard area and in the winter months in the 

elegant galleon restaurant indoors. 

Arriving by water taxi:  Please ask the water taxi driver to take you to the Hotel Saturnia they will take you 

directly to the water entrance of the hotel. Walk though the hotel reception and into the restaurant. If there is a 

high tide the may be a problem for the water taxi to arrive directly to the hotel. Please check with the driver 

where the nearest drop off point will be and ask for directions to the restaurant. 

 

GPS Coordinates: 45.433119, 12.334321 

Meeting Point: See on map     
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